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ABSTRACT 
The proportion of mutants in a  growing culture of organisms will depend upon 
(a)  the rate at which the wild cells produce them  (with or without growth),  (b)  the 
back mutation rate,  and  (c)  the growth  rates  of the wild and mutant cells. If the 
mutation rate without growth and the back mutation rate are neglected, the growth 
of a  mutant is expressed by 
2L4W0 
M  =  [eB* -- e(1-~)aq +  M0 e~t  (3) 
B  -- (1 -- 2X)A 
and the ratio of the mutant to wild by 
=  Mo e[  s-(1-ax)a]t  M  2XA  [e[~-(1-~)a] * -- 1] +-  .  (4) 
W  B  -- (1 -- 2X)A  W0 
in which X  =  mutation frequency rate constant, "mutation rate," A  =  growth rate 
constant of wild cells W, B  =  growth rate constant of mutant ceils M.  If the term 
[B  -  (1  -  2),)A]  is positive, the proportion of mutants increases continuously. If 
it is negative, the proportion of mutants reaches a  constant value 
eq  A  --  B" 
If mutation is assumed  to  occur without growth  at  the  rate  C,  then the  corre- 
sponding equations are (11), (12), and (14). 
M  ----  CW0  [e  (z-c)t -- e  m] +  Moe  ~*  (11) 
A  --B--C 
--  =  --  Moe(B+~'-'X)t  M  C[e  (s+e-a)t  1] _[_.  (12) 
W  B"[-C--A  We 
If (B  +  C  -  A) is negative and t  =  oo, 
c 
eq~---A  --B--C 
M)  C  (14 a) 
IfC<<A,  W  .q -  A  -- B 
119 
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The Proportion of Mutants in Bacterial Cultures 
The  number  of mutants  present  in  a  culture  of bacteria,  at  any  time,  is 
determined by the mutation frequency rate  (the ratio of mutants per genera- 
tion to total  cells per generation),  the  mutation  time  rate  (rate  of mutation 
without  growth  of  the  wild  cells),  the  back  mutation  rate,  and  the  growth 
rates of the wild and mutant cells. 
The following assumptions are made in the present derivation:-- 
(a) The wild cells and also the mutants grow logarithmically. 
(b) The back mutation rate is negligible. 
(c)  The proportion of mutants formed from wild cells without cell division 
is negligible.  (If mutants arise without cell division,  see p. 126.) 
Wild cells on division give rise  to  two daughter cells which may be either 
wild cells W  or mutants M. Let dn be the number of cells per milliliter culture 
dividing in time d! to give rise to 2dn new cells. The rate of division and hence 
also the rate of imrease in the total number of cells is assumed to be propor- 
dn 
tional  to the number of wild  cells  per milliliter  culture at  time  t; i.e.,  dt  - 
AW,  in  which A  is  the  growth  rate  constant  of the  wild  cells?  During  the 
increase  dn,  there  is also a  loss in W  due  to the formation of dM1  mutants. 
Let k be the fraction of new cells which are mutants so that 
dMt  dM1  dn 
k =  ~  and  ~-  =2k~'~ =  2hAW 
dM2 
also ~  =  BM, in which B  is the growth rate constant of the mutant.  2 The 
11 
=  generation time  =  time required to double W, at constant cell concentra- 
tion, as in steady state apparatus. 
At  =  number of generations in time t. 
2 Novick and Szilard (1950, p. 713) write (in the present notation) 
dMl 





--  =  AW(M <( W, X << 1). 
dt 
dMl  dMl 
X  =  ~-~ instead of  2d--n-" 
This defines  the mutation rate X as the number of mutants formed per parent  wild 
cell (or per increase in total wild cells). 
Novick and Szihrd restrict their derivation by the assumption that M  << W  and 
k  <<  1. Under these  conditions there  is very little  difference  between Novick  and 3OHN  H.  NORTHROP  AND  M.  KUNITZ  121 
over-all increase in M  is, therefore: 
aM 
--  ~  2XAW  -[- BM 
dt  (2) 
The rate of net increase in the number of wild cells W  is 
Hence, 
and 
dW  dn  dM1 
dt  dt  dt 
=  AW  --  2XAW  "=  (1  --  2k)AW 
W  =  woe  (1-~x>a*  (1) 
dM -- 2XAWoe(I_2x)At ..~ BM  (2 a) 
dt 
The value of the integral of (2 a)  depends on the value assigned the various 
constants. 
If  mutants  are  assumed  to  arise from  wild  cells at  some uniform  rate  C, 
without any assumption as to the growth rate of the wild cells, then equation 
(2) may be written 
dM 
=  CW  q- BM, 
dt 
in which C  replaces 2XA. C  is independent of A.  (Cf. p.  126.) 
Szilard's equation and the present one. If k  is significant, compared to  1,  however, 
dM1 
the form k  =  ~-  cannot be used. 
For example, assume  there are  10  wild cells which divide to form 20  new  cells, 
10 of which are mutants and  10 new wild cells. 
If the mutation rate ~  is defined as usual (and as in this paper) as  the  ratio  of 
dMl  l0 
new mutants to total new cells, k  -  2 dn  20  0.5. 
If k is defined as the ratio of new mutants to the change in concentration of wilds, 
dMl  10 
dW  0  =  ~' since the total number of W's remains the same. 
10 
If it is defined as the ratio of new M's to parent W's, X ==  ~-0  =  1. 
Similarly if 10 wild cells divide and form 20 mutant cells, the ratio of: 
new mutants/total new cells -- 1.0. 
new mutants/change in concentration of wild  -- 20/-10  ==  -2, 
new mutants/parent wild cells ~  20/10  -- 2. 
In the case of higher organisms, this difficulty in defining the mutation rate X does 
not arise, since the  increase in  the  total population is equal to  the number of  the 
new generation, instead of ½ the new generation as with unicellular organisms. 122  PROPORTION  OF  M-0"TANTS  IN  BACTERIAL  CULTURES 
This is the same as the equation derived by Deskowitz and Shapiro (1935) 
and Shapiro (1946) with the aid of the same assumptions. 
Similar equations have been derived by Delbrfick (1945). The subject has 
been reviewed and extended by Armitage (1952). 
The  integral  of  equation  (2 a)  without  any  simplifying  assumptions  is 
(H. B. Fine, Calculus, New York, The Macmillan Co., 1939, 290.) 
M  =  2XAWo  [e  st  --  e (1-2x)At ]  -31- 2]/fo  6'Bt  (3) 
B --  (t -- 2x)A 
and the ratio of M  to W. 
_  Mo e [s--(1-~x)a]*  M  2~A  [e [B-(1-2)')A]t  --  1]  "-}-  (4) 
W  B  --  (1  --  2X)A  Wo 
If X << 1, 
W  =  Woe  At  (1 a) 
2~,A  Wo 
g  =  --  [~*  -  ~q  +  Mo~ ~  (3 ~) 
B--A 
Mo e (B--a) t  M_M=  2XA  [e  (B-a)t-  1]-~  (4a) 
W  B  --  A  Wo 
IrA  =  B andX << 1 
M  31o  (4 ¢)  =  2xAt +  ~ 
Equation (4 c) is derived from equation (2 a) by substituting A  for B  and 
e  at for e  Cl-ex)a~ and then integrating and dividing by Woe  at. 
Proportion  of Mutants in a Culture  Growing in the Steady State 
A  culture growing in the steady state apparatus  is automatically kept in 
logarithmic growth and at constant cell concentration (Northrop, 1954). Under 
these conditions (assuming ~ << 1), W  =  W0 (a constant >> M), A (the growth 
rate of W)  --  the washout rate of the growth tube,  and B  --  A  is  the ap- 
parent growth rate of the mutant in the growth tube. 
Equation  (2)  therefore becomes 
dM 
--  =  2XAWo -{-  (B  --  A)M 
dt 
On integration 
2XAWo [e(S_..a) t  _  1]  +  Moe (~-a)t  (5) 
M----B~ 
and 
=  Moe (~-a)~  U  2xA.___~ [~(~-a), _  11 -¢  (4 b) 
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This is  the  same,  since W  is now constant,  as equation  (4 a),  the ratio  of 
M 
W  at constant volume. 
If 
B=A 
M  =  2XAt -4- Mo 
M 
The equations for the ratio of ~  are the same, therefore, for a  culture grow- 
ing in  constant volume,  or at  constant  cell  concentration.  This  must  be  so, 
M 
since the conditions differ only in a  dilution rate,  and the ratio  ~  cannot be 
changed by dilution (provided some M's are always present  (cf. p. 139)). The 
value of M, however, is different, since (if B  <  A) the actual concentration of 
M 
mutants, as well as the ratio of ~,  reaches a constant value in the steady state 
apparatus. 
If B  >  A, the last wild cell will eventually disappear from the growth tube 
of the  steady  state  apparatus  and  a  pure  culture  of M  would remain.  This 
result would  never occur at constant volume, no matter how large. The ratio 
M 
------  ~  with increasing  time,  but  there  will  always be some W  cells in the 
W 
culture. 
Test of equations  (1) and (3) for Limiting  Values of M0, B, X, and t.-- 
Assume Mo  =  O, B  =  O; i.e., there are no mutants present at the beginning, and 
those that are formed later do not multiply. 
Test of Equation  (1) for Limiting  Values of X and t.-- 
(a) k  =  0 or X << 1. In these cases,  very few or no M's are formed and the equa- 
tion  must  reduce  to the  usual  logarithmic  equation  for the  growth of a  culture: 
W  =  Woe  ~ . 
(b)  X  ffi  1, i.e., all the daughter cells are mutants.  W  must now decrease at the 
same  rate  as it  increased  in  the preceding example: i.e.,  W  ffi  Wo¢  --at  and  when 
t  =  ~,W  ~0. 
(c)  X  =  0.5, i.e.,  one-half the daughter ceils are W's and one-half are M's. The 
number of W's must now remain  constant since, when one W  is  lost by division, 
dW 
it is replaced by the W  daughter cell. Under this condition, therefore --~  =  0  and 
W  ffi Wo. 
These conditions are fulfilled  by equation  (1)  when X is replaced by 0, 0.5,  or 1. 
Test of Equation  (3) for Limiting  Values of )t and t. (B  = O, Mo  =  0). 
(a) h  =  O. In this case, no M's are formed and the value for M  must reduce to O. 
The equation fulfills this condition. 
(b) X  =  1. In this case, all the daughter cells are M's and since each W produces 124  PROPORTION  OF  MUTANTS  IN  BACTERIAL  CULTURES 
2 M's, the final value for M, when t  =  .o, must be 2W0. This condition is also ful- 
filled.  (Substitute),  =  1, B  =  0, M0  =  0, t  =  ~  in equation (3)). 
(c)  X  --  0.5. In this case, one-half the daughter cells are W's. The value for W, 
therefore,  stays  W0  (constant)  (see  corresponding test  for equation  (1)),  but  the 
concentration of M  will increase by W0 at each new generation,  since  the M's do 
not divide but  simply accumulate arithmetically  in  the  culture.  This  condition  is 
also fulfilled.  M  = AWot (Substitute X =  0.5, B  =  0 in (2 a)). 
(d))~ << 1. In this case, equation (3) reduces to 
M  ---- 2~Wo[e  at --  1] 
Effect of the Mutation Rate and Growth Rate of Wild and Mutants on the Final 
Proportion of Mutants.- 
The following predictions may be made from equation (4):-- 
(a)  If  the  term  [B  --  (1-  2)~)A]t  is positive, the mutants will  eventually 
overgrow the  culture.  If B  =  A,  the mutants  will  also eventually overgrow 
the  culture,  no matter  how small  ), is. 
M 
(b) If the term [B -- (1 -- 2k)A]t is negative, the ratio  of ~  will  approach 
the constant value:-- 
: 
~q  (1-- 2X)A --B 
If )~ << 1, this reduces to 
-- 
eq  A  --  B 
The half time required  to reach  this equilibrium value is 
h~ 2  (7) 
tsO%  =  A  _  B 
Equation (6) agrees with the one derived by Novick and Szilard (1950), except 
for the factor 2  (of. footnote 2, p. 120). 
M0  M 
(c) If W00 is much greater than the equilibrium value of ~  and k<<  1,  then 
changes in M  and W  for a  time will be due  largely to the growth of M  and 
W, so that 
M  Moe  m  e(a_B) t  MoW 
-~ =  Wo~,,  or  =  M--~. 
and 
1  MoW 
a  -  B  =  - In --  (8) 
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The  effects  of  changes  in  the  values of  the various constants  of equation 







I  I  I 
Hour5  10  20  30 
B 
~ 5~" I0"~ 
,A  = 0.9 x I0 "8 
--  I  '~  I 
Hours  10  20  c30 
100~ A  ,  /  A=0~SxlO  "8 
7/  _ 
A-B=o.I 
Hours  5'0  tdo  tso 
Fro. 1. Values of the ratio of mutants to wild cells, calculated from equation (4 a). 
The values assumed for the various constants are as follows:-- 












0.5 X  10  -8 
5X  10  -8 and0.5X  10  -a 
1 X  10-  7 
2 X  10-  7 
4 X  10-  7 
M 
that,  if  A  -  B  is positive,  the  ratio W  approaches  a  constant  value.  This 
value increases as A  -- B  decreases, and the time required to reach equilibrium 
also increases. If A  =<  B, the ratio of W  increases without limit.  The greater 
the difference between A  and B, the faster the ratio increases. 126  PROPORTION  .O]F  MUTANTS  IN BACTERIAL  CULTURES 
Fig.  1 B  shows that the equilibrium value increases as X increases, but the 
time required to reach equilibrium remains the same. 
If the ratio of A~)'A  is constant (Fig.  1 C),  the equilibrium value of wM 
remains  constant,  but  the  time  required  to  reach  equilibrium  decreases  as 
A  -- B increases. It is not possible to determine X, therefore, from the equilib- 
rium ratio of W  alone. The value of A  -- B must also be known. 
Mutation without Cell DivisionL-- 
Assumptions: The culture contains wild cells which increase at the rate A 
to form more wild cells, and which also change to mutants at the rate C, with- 
out dividing. The mutant cells increase at the rate B. The reactions, therefore, 
are 
A 
W  "W 
B 
M  ,M 
The time rates of the reactions are as follows:- 
Increase in W  (due  to W--,  W)  -  dW1  _  A W 
dt 
dig, 
Increase in new W's T  =  2AW  (9 a) 
Decrease in W's (due to W ---" M) is ~-Mtl =  CW 
Over-all change in W 
dW  clW1  dM1 
....  (A--C)W 
dt  ,it  dt 
and 
W  =  Woe  (a-e)t  (9) 
s The work of Avery, MacLeod, and  McCarty  (1944) and Hotchkiss  (1953-54) 
has shown that the genetic properties of bacteria, at least,  are due to the presence 
of certain definite nucleic acids. There is little doubt that a turnover of nucleic acid 
exists  (although it may be very small)  (Heresy,  1948; Hershey,  1953) and  that, 
therefore, a  changed  molecule  (a  mutant  gene)  may  appear  without  cell  multi- 
plication. 
Examples of such mutations without growth have been reported (Lwoff and  Au- 
dureau, 1941; Novick and Szilard,  1951). Englesberg  and Stanier (1949),  however, 
in a  carefully phnned study, and  Stocker (1949) were unable to detect such  mu- 
tations. JOHN  H.  NORTHROP AND M.  KUNITZ  127 
Test of Equation (9) for Limiting  Values of A  and C.-- 
(a)  A  =  0. There is no cell division and W must decrease at the rate C. The equa- 
tion predicts this. 
(b)  C  =  0. No mutants are formed and the equation must reduce  to  the  usual 
logarithmic form: W  =  Woe  at. This is correct. 
(c)  A  =  C. In this case W's are lost and gained at the same rate and therefore W 
must remain constant. This is predicted. 
Value of M.-- 
Increase in M's from W  --~ M 
dM1 
--  =  CW  (io a) 
dt 




Over-all change in M 
dM 
=  CW "a  t- BM =  CWoe  (A-e)t +  BM  (10) 
dt 
-  CWo  C[e  (~-e)* -- W] +  MoW  M  A  -- B  --  (11) 
Test of Equation  (11) for Limiting  Values of B, C, and t.-- 
(a)  B  =  O, C  =  O. No M's axe formed and therefore M  =  Mo. 
(b) B  =  O, A  =  O. There is no cell division and all W's will become M's at the 
rate C and M  -- Wo(1  -  e  -et)  +  Mo. 
Whent  =  ¢¢,M  =  WoWMo. 
This is also correct. 
(c)  B  =  0, C  ffi A. In this case W  will remain constant (see test (c)  under equa- 
dM 
tion  (9)),  but  M  will  increase  continuously  at  the  rate-~  =  CWoorM  ffi 
CWd  +  Mo. 
The ratio of ~  is given by equation (11) divided by equation (9) 
=  Moe (~+a'-x)g  M  C  [e  (B+v-x)t -- 1] +  (12) 
W  B'q-C--A  Wo 
In the steady state apparatus,  W  =  Wo, constant, and C  << A. 
--_  Moe (B-~)t  _M_M  C  [e (s-~)t -- 1] Jr  (13) 
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M 
If  B  >  A,  ~--.-*  oo  as  t---*  oo 
W 
(M)  =  C  (14a)  If  B <(A  and  C~<A,  W  e~  A  -  B 
and the ratio of M  reaches a  constant value, just as in the case when M's are 
formed only by cell division. 
Value of X.-- 
k  is defined as the ratio of mutants descended from W's to total cells de- 
scended from W's; therefore from equations (9 a)  and (10 a) 
dMl  C 
~"  =  dMl "~ dW,,  C  "~ 2A 
or if C << A, 
C :  2),A  (15) 
Substitution of this value for C in equation (11) gives 
M  =  2XAWo  [e  m _  e(l_~x)xt]  jr. Moem" 
B--  (1--  2~.)A 
This is identical with equation (3) derived on the assumption that mutants 
arise only as a  result of cell division. Also, substitution of 2XA for C in equa- 
(M~  2~A  which is identical with  tion (14 a) gives ~  ,W eq  -  A~  equation (6). 
If the mutation time rate C is small compared to A  (the growth rate of the 
wild  cells),  therefore, it  is  not  possible  to  determine  whether  the  mutation 
occurs as a result of cell division or not. 
If C  is large compared to A, however, the predictions based on the 2  as- 
sumptions are very different. If the mutants  appear only as a  result of cell 
division, the proportion of mutant cells to wild cells,  at each generation, will 
be the same, no matter at what rate the cells divide. This is expressed by the 
dM1 
equation for X under these conditions, i.e. ~  =  ~  (p.  120), which does not 
contain the growth rate. 
If mutants appear as a  result of changes in the wild cells which occur with- 
out cell division, then the more slowly the cells divide, the larger the propor- 
tion of mutants to wild cells. 
If the cells do not divide at all, then the "mutation rate" X will be 1. This 
follows from the equation for the mutation rate under these conditions 
C 
C+  2A 
~----~1  as  A--* O. JOHN  H.  NORTHROP  AND  M.  KUNITZ  129 
The best way to test for the mechanism of mutation,  therefore, is to deter- 
mine the value of k at different growth rates. If k stays the same, the mutants 
arise as a  result of cell division.  If ), increases as the growth rate decreases, 
the mutants probably arise as the result of a  change in the cell which occurs 
without cell division (Novick and Szilard,  1950). 
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